Shed Light On Your Data.
Got messy data? Machine learning can help.

**Pinterest** - improved content discovery
**Netflix** - better movie recommendations
**Edgecase** - improving conversion rates
**Twitter** - curated timelines
**HubSpot** - smarter sales
**IBM** - decision support in healthcare
**Salesforce** - intelligent CRMs
**T-Systems** - smarter chatbot
**Lek** - optimized drug development
**Hidria** - pressure sensor calibration

Want to join the club?
Ready to start using AI?

A. Buy corporate software that costs thousands of euros in licenses?
B. Train IT team to master machine learning in three years?
C. Hire experts that have over 20 years of experience in machine learning?
What Do We Do?

**We listen.** Learn about your data, problems, and pains. With you, **we cherry-pick** the AI project with the **biggest gain**. We deliver the **first results in a month**.

We help you with data organization and do data engineering, modelling, visualization, and quality assessment.

We finish a pilot with a **workshop**, showcasing the solution and **train your employees** to use it.

Then, we sign the **implementation and maintenance** contract.
Revelo partners with Biolab @ UL FRI

A group of 20. Over 150 papers, 30,000 citations. Develops Orange, one of the most comprehensive software suites for interactive data exploration.
Revelo uses Orange

- 500,000 lines of code
- 30,000 monthly users
- 1,000,000 views
- 10 ML competitions won
- 150 papers published

With Orange, we solved problems in pharma, banking, retail, maintenance, healthcare, and manufacturing.
Typical Problems We Solve

Customer segmentation
Product maps
Churn prediction
Basket recommendation
Brand sentiment
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+ Education & Training
Major Clients and Current Leads

Contact us:
info@revelo.bi